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Abstract

The development of mechanisms to ease human machine interaction is an
issue about which there is increasing interest within both the software world
in general, and database systems in particular. A way to tackle this problem
is to try to approach the natural way of user expression. The Fuzzy Sets The-
ory and its application to build Fuzzy Databases constitute a consolidated
advance in the literature. Another way is to adapt the interaction of the
system to the context where it is running. In this sense, this paper presents
an approach to build a model of Fuzzy Databases that dynamically adapts to
user context. In order to do this, we have studied the management of the con-
text in Fuzzy Database applications and we propose an architecture for the
development of intelligent, flexible and customized context-aware database
systems. We also present a proof of concept implementation to be used with
SQL:99 standard in Oracle ORDBMS. Finally, through a real application in
the medical area, we demonstrate the feasibility of the proposal.
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